HIPPODROME AGAIN TO HANDLE GIGANTIC DRAMATIC PRODUCTIONS INSTEAD OF FILMS

The Hippodrome has announced that it will again, as in the past, handle gigantic dramatic productions instead of films, with the object of attracting a greater audience. The management has been busy preparing for the opening next week of its new season, and has engaged a number of well-known players to star in the productions, which will be presented in the auditorium of the Hippodrome on June 26 and thereafter.

MAUDE ADAMS TO BE SEEN IN PRETTY ROLE

Mauve Adams will be portrayed as of old in a revival of charming play, "Quality Street," at the Apollo Theatre.

TORN TROUSERS TRAP MAN

Chatt's name is taken from brothels and other identities due.

INDUSTRIES LISTED

Fifteen cities show more than 11 per cent unemployed.

COLUMBIA

THE MOONSTONE

A Film Drama of Mystery, Passion and an Absurdity. Love, Fate, Based on Wilkie Collins Famous Novel, Featuring

Eugene O'Brien

and

Elaine Hammerstein

This is a Shubert Production and One of the Stages of the Season.

10c—ADMISSION—10c